BEEUDA BLUEPRINT


The First-Ever Truck Builder Crypto Project

Goals

Promoting and Building eco-friendly Technology
Using blockchain technology
We hope to contribute to the global effort in creating
sustainable energy system for future, generation.

Why Trucks
We choose truck building because it’s considered as one of the
highest environmental pollutant. We believe by using the power
of blockchain technology, we can create a Truck green energy
grid.

Beeuda Truck Building Objective
We are not only building eco-friendly trucks but also
road safe trucks

BEEUDA and the
Electric Truck Revolution
Trucks have a major impact on global warming, the air we
breathe, and the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and other road
users.
While only accounting for 2% of the vehicles on the road in the
European Union, trucks are responsible for 22% of road transport
CO2 emissions and 15% of road collision fatalities, which is 4,000 EU
citizens a year.
Road freight transport is projected to increase by 56% between
2010 and 2050. This means Europe needs to tackle truck emissions
urgently to decarbonise transport.
The good news is that the EU is acting and that technology is
developing rapidly too. Europe’s first truck CO2 standards were
agreed upon in 2019. In another first, Europe also agreed a ‘direct
vision’ standard for trucks in 2019, along with design changes to
enable truck-makers build safer and more aerodynamic cabs. But
much, remains to be done.
Beeuda is using the power of cryptocurrency to engage in the
EU’s vision of bringing more eco-friendly trucks to the road. We
hope to build new trucks that are not only eco-friendly but also
road-safe for cyclists and people.
We will achieve this by building partnerships with existing
companies in same space. While we consider plans of customising
existing electric truck to meet Build specification.
Partnerships is process that is ongoing and is considered carefully,
so that so we only partner with firms that have long term
commitment of going Zero carbon by 2050.
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BEEUDA (BDA) TOKEN WILL BE USED FOR
Bidding & Purchasing Prototypes of EcoFriendly Trucks
Supporting and promoting road safety
projects.

As an incentive token to create awareness
on the need for eco-friendly and safe trucks

CREATING A SAFE PLANET FOR THE FUTURE
GENERATION

As an incentive token to support Truck
drivers and the truck community

Beeuda NFT Marketplace
Beeuda Space Truck Metaverse
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Partnership and Agreements Prototype
Maintaining quality partnership isat the core of our
decision making process.
Building our eco-friendly trucks will require technical
partners that will be building.
Our strategy in this respect is to choose partners that
have long term commitment for eco-friendly technology
and a plan to go carbon neutral by 2050.

We are currently in discussion with truck 2 manufacturers
in China and working on a model for our first protype.
Announcements will be made as soon a partnership
agreement has been reached.

Beeuda NFT

Allowing users to buy and sell NFTs within the Binance
Smart Chain Ecosystem
Trucks are represented by a non-fungible token(NFT),
where owning this token means you are the sole owner
of this truck.

NFT Prototype
We hope you like our First NFT and Mascot.
Meet Beeuda. Beeuda is on a mission to save the planet
and make #OneEarth safe now and in the future.
Beeuda is promoting and Building eco-friendly trucks
This is a feature we are constantly developing on, and
testing its suitability, Our NFTs will promote green energy
and support our Truck Projects,
Revenues from sales of NFTs will be utilized in building
more trucks according to EU’s specifications on Eco
Friendliness

METAVERSE SNEAK PEAK
.
Beeuda wants to also make sure the Metaverse
is safe for everyone, people will be able to
assume various roles in the Metaverse,
including owning homes, driving Beeuda space
trucks, with attractive rewards

Let’s build a cleaner and better future together

